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THE HEART OF THE ADRIATIC-3 DAYS PRIVATE SPEED
BOAT TOUR
1-We cruise from Split and stop to see army tunnels on island Brac from Yugoslavia time
which people now use as a marina.

Then we stop at Blaca desert, 16th century monastery embedded deep between the woods and
cliffs. Blaca was one of the major trading and commercial centers in the area with school,
observatory, library, olives and wine production... We continue to Bol and Golden Cape
beach, one of the 10 best beaches in the world. Overnight in Bol.

2-Morning start to Blue Cave on island Bisevo which displays an amazing array of deep blue
colours as the light enters the cave through a small submerged hole in the rocks. Then we visit
Monkseal Cave, another nature’s masterpiece where Seamonks used to live (it’s a sort of a
Mediterranean sea lion).

Nearby Komiza is one of the loveliest fishermen’s village on the Adriatic whose refuged
inhabitants founded much of the commercial fishing in USA in the beginning of 20 th century.
Island Vis has always been the most important strategic point in the Adriatic thus Yugoslavia
dug up almost the entire island with tunnels, bunkers, army bases. We’ll take you on a unique
military tour of island Vis to see these communist relicts. Foreigners were not allowed on
island Vis until 1992., today Vis is perfectly preserved natures masterpiece. Overnight in
Komiza.

3-We continue to unique Stiniva Bay shaped like a bomb fell and opened it’s cliffs to present
a marvelous pebble beach. One more cave on the way is the Green Cave where sunlight enters
through a small hole in the rocky ceiling and forms a tube-like tunnel in the water.

We also stop on Paklinski islands often called The Heart of the Adriatic. Some of the weirdest
and best island restaurants are here with amazing eco wines, freshly caught and handpicked
food. Of course we also stop in Hvar town, a rich historical and cultural Dalmatian mecca.

PRICE:
2 people 2200€ / 3-4 people 2400€ / 5-6 people 2600€
PRICE INCLUDES:Boat, skipper, fuel, port fees, accommodation in private
apartments in Bol and Komiza, Army Tour Vis Island, VAT
PRICE EXCLUDES:Entrance tickets to Blaca Monastery/Blue Cave/Green
Cave (around 10€ per person), food/drinks, gratuities

Opcija Tours DMC Croatia
Day Sailing Croatia
Wine Tour Croatia
Boat Charter Croatia
Blue Cave Tour Croatia

